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in this paper, we present a new model selection framework, called the multiset model selection framework, that efficiently explores model space. in contrast to most other model selection algorithms, msms uses independent priors for the parameters and model indicators on variables. the posteriors of the model
indicators on variables (fmgs) can be easily obtained from the posteriors of the parameters and the posteriors of the parameters, used for determination of the posteriors of the model indicators on variables, from msms. the effectiveness of msms is demonstrated for linear and generalized linear models. the r
package msms can be found on cran. multiset 7.8.1, released by the jstatsoft package, provides a fast and simple tool to examine and predict the performance of a given multiset model. the multiset package currently provides an interface to work with multiset models. the implementation of multiset model classes
is based on classes multiset, multisetcollection, multisetmodel and multisetfunction. the multiset package is a multi-threaded and multi-platform c++ library implementing the boost library concepts for multiset classes. r packages multiset, multisetcollect, multisetmodel, multisetfunction and multiset.h provide a
convenient interface to multiset models and their performance. the package includes an r interface to the sparse package. the data preparation is a crucial part of any multiset model analysis. we present here a new feature of the multiset package that enables the user to directly prepare the data for use in the
multiset package. the data_prep function performs the following tasks:
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the iterator provided by the multiset class is a bidirectional iterator, but the class member functions insert and multiset have versions that take as template parameters a weaker input iterator, whose functionality requirements are more minimal than those guaranteed by the class of bidirectional iterators. the
different iterator concepts form a family related by refinements in their functionality. each iterator concept has its own set of requirements and the algorithms that work with them must limit their assumptions to the requirements provided by that type of iterator. the msba approach is an extension of the spheresba

algorithm [ 28 ] to the multiset setting. this allows for the analysis of multivariate data, while accounting for prior constraints on the parameter space and for multiset priors. specifically, this is achieved by introducing a linear transformation of the model parameters that allows to bring the latent variables to a
canonical form, thus defining a so-called conditional independence graph (cig). the cig is then used to group together the latent variables, thereby inducing the prior constraints on the parameters. this approach extends the standard spheresba algorithm to multiset priors, providing a more flexible and powerful
approach to multiset path modeling. ridge regression is a popular choice for high-dimensional data, since it is highly robust to outliers and heavy-tailed data [ 5 ]. a multiset ridge model consists of the same variables and sample size as a standard ridge model. in a multiset setting, however, the linear prediction

equations are no longer independent of the hyperparameters. we propose to perform hyperparameter selection using k-fold cross validation. given the usual size of omics data and the multiset approach of the analysis, searching for the optimal hyperparameters is often too computationally expensive. as a solution,
we propose to use univariate soft thresholding (ust), by setting 2 in eq. ( 4 ) [ 27 ]. 5ec8ef588b
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